Can Facebook bring internet access to the entire world? by Erin Blakemore for The Week, 4/4/2016

Since 2011, the United Nations has considered internet access a basic human right. So why can so few people get online? Only 3.2 billion people, or roughly 43 percent of the world’s population, can access the internet today. In the world’s least developed countries, that number drops to only 9.5 percent.

Facebook wants to change that. For years, the company has called for broader web access, citing technology's ability to spark broad social and economic progress. Recently it took an important step forward in its efforts, revealing a gigantic data project that used artificial intelligence to figure out who likely has internet access — and even more significantly, who doesn't. Identifying the latter will make it easier to decide where technology is needed and how to deliver it most effectively.

The first step for researchers at Facebook's Connectivity Lab was to get a better handle on where internet access might already exist. They decided to use structures built by humans — buildings, roads, and other infrastructure — as a proxy for where people might live and get online. They got their hands on a huge population dataset from Columbia University that shows how humans are distributed around the world. Then, they trained Facebook's neural network to spot those types of structures and combine that data with available population information to figure out where people likely live.

Once the network knew how to find a manmade structure, it was unleashed on 350 terabytes of satellite images of 20 countries. Facebook's AI didn’t just process millions of images: As Robinson Meyer reported for The Atlantic, it mapped the location of nearly two billion people in countries like Nigeria, Uganda, Ukraine, and India. All in all, Facebook analyzed 21.6 million square kilometers — over four percent of Earth's approximately 509 million square kilometers of surface.

Armed with a specific sense of where people are, Facebook envisions someday using solar-powered drones in the stratosphere to bring internet to hundreds of millions of people who lack access due to weak infrastructure, poverty, or unequal resource allocation. Each drone "will carry radio equipment to provide broadband connectivity to satellite receivers inside a roughly 50-mile radius on the ground below," Tom Simonite wrote in MIT Technology Review. "The drones will also carry equipment that can form high-speed connections using laser beams. The idea is that Facebook will create aerial chains with the drones to link several rural areas to the internet. The drone nearest an urban area would use its laser to hook into the global internet, and that connectivity would be passed down the line to drones over rural areas using the laser links."

If Facebook succeeds, it will have solved a crisis that can affect not only individuals' ability to like and share, but also their upward economic mobility. (Facebook's Free Basics service, part of a larger initiative to bring the world more internet, already is providing mobile-enabled users with websites that are accessible without data charges.) "Being left on the outside can have a profound effect," says Danica Radovanovic, a digital media specialist and internet researcher who has spent years considering the digital divide between the developed and undeveloped world.

Just how profound? Consider the impacts of internet access on the developing world. An internet connection represents access to information on everything from crop prices to maps; it offers job opportunities and a chance for educational engagement. The World Economic Forum notes that from 2004 to 2009 alone, the internet contributed at least 10 percent to the GDP growth of Brazil, China, and India — and in 2009, the World Bank found that every 10 percent increase in internet access is correlated with an economic growth increase of 1.3 percent. And that’s not even to mention the transformative power of connecting with communities near and far.

Of course, Facebook's actions have long raised questions about whether it plans to expand internet access or simply turn Facebook into the internet. Last year, an internet researcher noticed that focus groups of Indonesians and Africans have begun confusing Facebook with the internet — and a Quartz-conducted
survey found that a majority of respondents in Nigeria, Indonesia, India, and Brazil agree that "Facebook is the internet." But Facebook has competition: Google, too, is in the pilot phases of a program to get "balloon-powered internet for everyone" through its ambitious (and whimsically named) Project Loon (www.google.com/loon). And many other organizations and corporations are interested in solving this problem.

No matter who manages to get more people online, warns Radovanovic, it's not enough to simply provide access. Once people get online, she says, they'll need to beef up on technical literacy and protect free speech. Perhaps internet access won't be able to bridge the digital divide after all — but Facebook's map may bring the world once step closer to finding out.

Possible response options:

- If someone were to claim that internet access isn't all that important, what evidence could you use from this article to refute that claim?
  - Refutation aside, would you still agree with that person? Explain.
- Research Google's "Loon" project (google.com/loon). Does this "universal internet access" work that Google and Facebook are doing excite you, or creep you out? Explain.
- Choose any passage and respond to it.